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Special points of 
interest: 
 Next Meeting:  
 Thursday, March, 

23th, 2017 at 6:30 
PM,  
Sapperton Hall, 
318 Keary St, New 
Westminster BC  

 Greeters:  
Michael McLaren 
Peter McLaren 
George McLaugh-
lin 
Maarten Meerman 
Doug Metzler 
David Middleton 

 Food Providers:  
Ed Pretty 
Greg Purcell 
Bill Robertson 
Andre Robin 
Art Rock 
George Root 

 Main Speaker:  
Bruce Campbell – 
Wrestling with 
Deep Bowls 
Next time (April) – 
TBD 

 FoF Speaker:  
Ed Pretty – ABCs 
and other stuff you 
can learn from 
Turning 101 

 President’s 
Challenge: 
This month – “A 
Square Bowl” 
Next time (April) – 
“Bottom” 
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February was a special month with a guest presenter at the meeting, our AGM and then a guest de-
monstrator that weekend. 

Thanks to Kathleen Duncan for coming up from south Washington to do the meeting demonstration.  
You can read about her demonstration below. 

 Over 40 people attended Kristin LeVier’s demo and her class was full (6 students).   I heard lots of 
people say they had a great time and learnt a lot both about working on the lathe and power carving. I 
wish I had been able to attend. Thanks Kristin. 

Our AGM was held last month and went smoothly.  I want to extend a special thank you to Barry Wil-
kinson who stepped in last year to do the finances.  It is such an important job and rarely gets the 
thanks it deserves.  Thanks also to those who were elected to the Board this year. As a volunteer or-
ganization it is essential that we have an active Board and contributions from all our members to 
keep the Guild going. 

The AAW is offering 50% off first year memberships in its organization starting April 1st through 
June 30th. This is a full membership including access to all the web tutorials, information and a one 
year subscription to the magazine American Woodturner. This is an excellent way to be introduced to 
the wealth of Info there is on their website. Check it out. It is well worth the money. You can sign up 
at http://tiny.cc/AAWNewGen  
Don’t forget to put April 22nd & 23rd in you calendar. Keith Godschall will be here for a full day 
demonstration and a full day class. Keith does some beautiful turning both REALLY big and small. 
He turns wood and stone. Have a look at his website http://www.keithgotschall.com to see some of 
his work and read about him. 
 

 

Bill  

February’s President’s Challenge: A Square Bowl 

March’s President Challenge: Bottom 

Bill Fowle  

President's	Column		
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Gary Burns delivered an interesting FoF last 
month on how to find and prepare “interesting” 
wood.  He began his talk by saying: 
 

The longer you turn, the less you will be inter-
ested in “plain” wood. 

 

For Gary, “interesting” means wood with figure, 
contrasting colouring (spalting or grafting lines) 
or figure (quilting, fiddle back, and fethering). 
But other than buying decorative wood, how do 
you find it? 

Spalting 

Spalting is the first phase of wood rot where col-
onies of mold enter a dead tree and begin to di-
gest the sugars.  This releases enzymes that 
break down the wood but also stain it a darker 
colour. We have the perfect weather for spalting 
because it is wet and relatively cold.  This makes 
the mold grow slowly enough that we can “catch” 
it before it destroys the wood.  After drying the 
wood the mold colonies die leaving black streaks 
in the wood that can be very beautiful. 

If you can push your fingernail into the wood it is 
probably too far gone to turn and be sure to use 
good dust protection when working with spalted 

wood.  Getting the mold spores in your lungs can 
make you very sick. 

Grafting Lines 

Decorative trees like cherry, plum, and apple will 
often be prepared by grafting a strong blossom 
stock on a good root and trunk variety.  When 
these trees are removed at the end of their lives 
they make excellent wood for turning, especially 
around the crown of the tree where the graft 
lines are evident. 

Bird’s Eye 

True bird’s eye figure is rare and much prized for 
all types of woodworking.  However, it does not 
appear on trees on the West Coast with the ex-
ception of yellow cedar and then only very rarely.  
For this unique pattern we must almost always 
turn to eastern maples. 

Burl 

Burl is a growth on a tree of unknown origin.  
They do not harm the tree and continue to grow 
throughout its life.  When cut across the cap the 
grain is a complex set of dots and when cut 
through it the grain presents a ray pattern. 

Gary	Burns	on	Collecting	&	Preparing	Wood		
By Cathy Nakagawa, Bruce Campbell   
Photos by David Sweet 

Spalting 

Burl 
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Figured Wood 

Figure in wood is created when the fibers of the 
wood do not grow straight.  Sometimes they grown 
in ripples creating a figure known as fiddleback as 
it is prized by violin makers.  Other times it grows 
in pillow-like patterns creating a figure called 
quilting. 

To find figured wood look for evidence of, 

Quilting, waves of bumpiness under the bark, 
which will be found only on a portion of the 
wood, not all round. 

Fiddleback, figure indicated by lines perpendicular 
to the grain. 

Feathering (aka Flame) 

When a tree branches off there is an area where to 
fibers develop tension and create a grain pattern 
known as feathering or flame. However, first check 
the bark of the fork.  If there is a heavy scar on the 
surface this indicated a “false crotch” and no feath-

er will be found inside.  If the bark is smooth then 
saw the fork or “Y” through the three pith lines.   

This will reveal the feather pattern but this will not 
be very deep so care must be taken to orient your 
piece correctly so as to not turn the figure away. 

Tips from Gary: 

Make your own faceplate by gluing a nut with 
the proper thread (available at LordCo) for 
your lathe into a plywood or MDF disk.  
Drill holes and countersink both sides for 
mounting the timber. 

Instead of screws try double-sided turners 
(carpet) tape or hot glue to mount the face-
plate. Use alcohol to loosen the hot glue 
when it’s time to remove it. 

Melted candle was (from a Dollar Store) makes 
excellent end-sealer. 

Fiddleback quilted wood 

 Indicates figuring 

Where is the feather 

Feathering 
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We had a small and quick Tech Talk this time with 
only one item discussed***.  However, it may be 
really helpful for those considering making one or 
more Beads of Courage boxes. 

Using a table saw or a “bird’s mouth” router bit it is 
possible to cut a groove in a plank that allows it to 
be cut into staves and then glued together making 
a hollow ring suitable for turning the walls of a 
box.   

Lots of variations are possible including the num-
ber of staves and how thick they are.  Thinner 
staves save more wood but do not allow much 
room to curve the outside of the piece.  Thicker 
staves would allow more room the curve the sides 

while still saving lots of wood.  Finally, the diame-
ter of the project can be varied by making the 
staves wider. 

This is a great way to save wood and to add an in-
teresting element to a turned project. 

Bring your Tech Talk items to the meeting this 
month. 

***well there were actually two but the first on is a 
secret……(to be revealed in June) 

By Bruce Campbell Photos by David Sweet   February 2017 

Tech	Talk	
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We were privileged to 
have Kathleen Duncan 
visit us last month for a 
rare Guest appearance 
as our February main 
speaker.  Kathleen lives 
in southern Washington 
State and is a member of 
the Pacific Northwest 
Woodturning Guild in 
Portland.  She is also a 
newly elected member of 
the AAW Board of Direc-
tors.  Her interest in 

woodturning comes partly from her childhood ex-
periences with her father and her current interests 
are in piercing thin-
walled vessels.  She led 
us through her process 
and demonstrated the 
tools and techniques she 
prefers. 

Kathleen recommends 
using tight-grained wood 
and rough turning it to about 1” thick.  She then 
weights it carefully (in grams) and allows it to dry 
into it stops losing weight. 

She recommends 
that you think 
about your final 
piece carefully 
and align the 
grain of the wood 
accordingly.  For 
example, a shal-
low dish form 

should probably have cross-grain orientation while 
a taller vessel-like form would be better in end-
grain orientation.  Similarly, laying out the pat-
terns you will carve will also determine grain ori-
entation.  Try to avoid situations where narrow ar-

eas have the grain running crosswise making them 
weak and easy to break.  

For piercing the thickness of the piece is im-
portant.  If it is too thick the high-speed turbine 
carvers will get bogged down and if it is too think 
vibration with cause it to break.  A thickness of 
about 2mm (3/32”) seems to work best.  

When fin-
ish turning, 
Kathleen 
likes to turn 
the outside, 
let it “rest” 
overnight, 
re-turn the 
outside to 
get it back to round and then turn the inside.  This 
seems to give more consistent results. 

Getting a smooth surface with a consistent thick-
ness is a key to a successful piece.  She recom-
mends the following process: 

MEASURE FREQUENTLY!  

Don’t be afraid (or too proud) to use scrapers.  

Use negative rake scraper to remove “bumps” 
and tool marks.  

Cut to thickness in about ¾ -1 inch segments. 
You can’t go back and recut a thin area once 
you moved further into the piece.  

DID I MENTION - MEASURE FREQUENT-
LY!!!  

Sand to about 600 BEFORE piercing.  

When setting up for piercing start with safety.  The 
high-speed air turbine carvers make a high-pitched 
noise so hearing protection is needed.  You will be 
working close to your piece for a long time (hours) 
and all that time you will be making dust and 

By Bruce Campbell 
Photos by David Sweet, Phil Vetra, Kathleen Duncan  

Piercing	Turned	Objects	–	Kathleen	Duncan	
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smoke.  Arrange 
for adequate 
dust extraction 
and wear a respi-
rator or high 
quality dust 
mask.  Kathleen 
uses a grain-
filled pillow un-
der my wrist 
when piercing 
and arranges the height of the work surface to suit 
her.  Remember, you will be working on this area 
for a long time.  It is worth it to be comfortable be-
fore you start.   

Planning is key.  Work out your design in advance 
and draw it on to the piece paying attention to 
grain orientation as you go.  Kathleen says she, 

“After I have 
drawn the design 
on the piece, I 
look at it for a 
while. I often will 
look at something 
a couple of days 
and re-draw parts 
before I pierce.” 

Kathleen uses a 
Presto carver from NSK.  This is an air-driven tur-
bine carver that uses dentistry bit and rotates at 
250,000 PRM or higher.  She likes the 10L bit.  She 
holds the tool perpendicular to the work and 
moves it in a clockwise direction trying not to force 
it. She tries to, “Just let the tool cut. “  She tries to 
cut continuously when she is making a long cut but 
is she has to stop she tries to do so where it won’t 
be obvious. Of course, this comes with practice.  
She suggests that it is best to work in about 20-
minute intervals in order to give your hands a 
chance to rest.  

The burrs do get clogged and may start to smoke 
and burn the work.  They can be cleaned with a 
wire brush or by running the burr over a piece of 
zinc.  The burrs will last a long time but eventually 
no amount of cleaning will save them and they 
should be discarded. 

Often the walls of each pierced area will be 
blacked.  This can be cleaned up by gently going 
over the wall again with a clean burr.   

Depending on the sit-
uation sanding may 
be required.  This can 
be done by hand 
sanding or using a 
rotary sander in a low
-speed (30,000 RPM 
or less) tool like a 
Dremel or Foredom.  
However, by this time 
you will have a lot of time invested in the piece and 
you want to be very careful not to break it.  Be sure 
to support your work carefully with your fingers 
when sanding.  Also note that sanding drums re-
move a lot of wood very quickly – light touch!  

Kathleen suggests 
that you save the 
oops’es. They may be 
design opportunities 
in future projects or 
you can use the bro-
ken pieces to prac-
tice your piercing.  

 

Finally she reminds us that we do this for recrea-
tion so in her words. “HAVE FUN!” 

Kathleen has prepared a list of sources for equip-
ment and tools that she uses.  It is available on the 
GVWG website at http://gvwg.ca/
_downloads.html . She also sent us an email a few 
days after her demo.  Please take the time to read 
it below – Editor. 

To the Members of the Greater Vancouver 
Woodturners Guild: 

Thank you for inviting me to demonstrate at your 
meeting last month.  I truly enjoyed my visit and had 
a lot of fun sharing what I've learned about thin-
wood piercing.   

Your chapter has some very nice innovations that I 
plan to share with my own chapters.  I particularly 
like the opening session where all the members can 
participate in demos and discussion.   

I treasure the knife you presented me.  It is a good 
reminder of some very nice people. 

 

Kathleen 
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By Bruce Campbell 

Photos by David Sweet and Kris n LeVier 

12	Things	I	Wish	I	Knew	Before		
–	With	Kristin	LeVier	Demonstration		

Kristin LeVier lives in 
Moscow, Idaho and is 
part of a Shop Coop 
with well-known turn-
ers and wood artists 
Jim Christiansen, Ben 
Carpenter and several 
others.  They share 
space, equipment, and 

creative energies.   

It is really impossible to cover all that Kristin 
shared with us during her excellent demonstration 
- she had well over 300 pages of presentation ma-
terial.  So here is a brief summary of what she cov-
ered and, as always, do try to make these excellent 
events.  They are well worth the modest fee. 

1 - Planning 

Kristin does not “discover” shapes as she turns as 
many turners do nor does her wood “talk” to her.  
She begins by sketching an idea and then figuring 

out how to make it.  She relies heavily on the other 
members of her Co-op for technical assistance on 
how to do things, especially Jim Christiansen, but 
also on the wealth of information available on-line 
and in publications.  She has found that by careful-
ly planning out all the steps she needs to take she 
can achieve her goals. 

However, by her own admission, she is slow.  She 
is always striving to find new and better ways to do 
things so she can get more done between dropping 
her kids off at school and having to pick them up.  
She has developed certain techniques to help her 
achieve certain looks, save time, and hide her mis-
takes. 

2- Take Care of Your Body 

Kristin has found that the woodturning safety rules 
really do make sense.  She encourages everyone to 
learn and follow them.  She especially stresses that 
you consider your state of mind.  Be aware and fo-
cused not only to prevent accidents but also to pre-
vent mistakes.  She also protects her lungs with 
good respirators both for dust and chemical va-
pours.  

Repetitive strain injuries can occur in what we do 
because we often get so focused on our work that 
we fail to take breaks.  She recommends that you 
set up work area carefully, work comfortably and 
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find a way to force yourself to take breaks.  After 
all, a 5 minute break every hour is so much better 
than six or more months of pain and suffering 
while healing from a repetitive strain. 

3- Compressed Wood 

Compressed wood is a vital part of Kristin’s work.  
This physically modified hardwood is extremely 
pliable when wet and yet recovers excellent stiff-
ness when dry.  So, rather than carving the com-
plex shapes that are signatures of her work, she 
uses compressed wood to get close to the shapes 
she wants and then carves the rest.  This saves her 
a lot of time and makes many things possible that 
otherwise would not be because it eliminates many 
grain orientation problems. 

Kristin had lots and lots to say about compressed 
wood but here are some “learnings” she shared for 
working with compressed wood: 

Check wrapped wood periodically.  Spray with 
water and rewrap if it is getting dry; 

If compressed wood gets moldy/mildewy, just 
scrape or sand it clean.  This is less likely to 
happen if you wrap it well enough to keep 
oxygen out of package; 

Old compressed wood sometimes bends une-
venly along its length.  Soak old wood over-
night before using to revive it; 

If compressed wood does split due to age or 
over bending, can’t sand out the mess. 
Patch the frayed area with Bondo; 

Drying can be sped up with a hair dryer, heat 
gun, or putting it near a woodstove; 

Mix compressed wood with regular wood to 
keep costs down 

compressed wood can be stored in the freezer 
in freezer wrap/bags 

If laminating strips of compressed wood, use 
waterproof glue, because might need to 
soak wood before bending 

Can use CA glue, PVA glues, 2-part epoxy – an-
ything you would use with any hardwood 

A source for compressed wood here in the Pa-
cific Northwest is www.puretmber.com  

4 - Efficient shaping techniques 

Kristin does much/most of her shaping off the 
lathe and uses the maxim – “Go as aggressive as 
you can”.  She starts by removing as much bulk as 
possible with power tools (table saw, band saw, 
scroll saw, jigsaw).  Next she moves to heavy sand-
ers (disc and belt sanders).  Next she uses 
handheld power carvers (Proxxon Longneck Angle 
Grinder, Foredom, Mastercarver, etc.) with very 
aggressive structured tooth burrs (Typhoon, Saber-
tooth, Kutzall, etc).  From there she moves to finer 
burrs (spiral die cutters, etc.) and then on to sand-
paper. 

Following this logical, progressive refinement 
method has proven to be the most efficient method 
for her. 

5 - Useful adhesives 

Much of Kristine’s work is made from separate 
pieces that are assembled together. As a result, she 
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has developed some expertise with glues.   

Hot glue is excellent for temporary holding and 
can be cleaned with alcohol  

5-minute epoxy is wonderful, especially if you 
have to “human clamp” the pieces.  Adding 
sawdust to the glue helps greatly to hide the 
joint line. 

Cyanoacrylate glue is fast-setting and pene-
trates well.  It also comes is a variety of vis-
cosities from alcohol-thin to syrup- thick.  
Setting times are quite short but can be sig-
nificantly accelerated with various spray-on 
activators. 

Gorilla Glue is a brand of polyurethane based 
waterproof glue.  This is great for gap-
filling as it foams up as it sets.  It is activat-
ed by water and dries to workablity in a 
couple of hours.  Kristine uses it to glue 
foam-board together. 

6 - Adding color to your work 

Most of her work is coloured.  She often uses paint 
chips or yarn to decide her colour palette and then 
she thinks about the potential finishes (glossy, 
matte, flat) and even the final texture (smooth, 
dappled, brushed, sandblasted).  Applying colour 
can be done with an airbrush, brush, pen, or wipe-
on and there are lots of on-line tutorials to help 
you along. 

Some learning she shares with us includes: 

Wood has to be sanded very well before being 
airbrushed – all scratches show up clearly 

Use magnifying lenses to inspect for scratches 

We can under-paint with acrylics.  Overpaint-

ing will remove airbrushed paint 

Dry brushing adds a lot of depth to a piece but 
only on textured surfaces. 

More layers give richer colour – up to 10 or 15 
different colours under the final coat 

 

7 – Bondo 

This is an excellent product to help fix “mistakes”.  
It only works if the finished project is coloured 
with opaque paint but is infinitely mouldable and 
works as a filler too.  Automotive bondo is cheap 
and easy to use as well as having a fast setup time.  
It also comes is putty form (Quickwood) available 
at most hardware stores. 

8 - Modeling to help with design decisions 

Kristine does a lot of sketching and 3D modeling to 
get a clear idea of her designs.  She uses florist 
foam, wire, hot glue, pipe cleaners, wooden skew-
ers and so on to build mock-ups (maquettes) that 
help guide her selection of materials and workflow.   

9 – Foam Board 

Foam board comes is a wide variety of colours, siz-
es, and densities.  It can be cut by hand, with a ta-
blesaw or bandsaw, or with a hotwire knife and can 
be shaped, carved, and drilled easily.  Kristine uses 
1” or 2” construction grade foam board to build 
shipping boxes for her work.  She glues sheets to-
gether with Gorilla Glue and secures pieces inside 
with string or twist ties.  This secures the work well 
and the package is relatively light and strong mak-
ing it ideal for shipping. 

Kaizen Foam is another useful product.  It comes 
is stacks that can be cut easily making it idea for 
making packages with secure recesses. Search 
online for more information on this product. 

(Continued from page 9) 
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kaizen foam 

10 - Wood bleach 

When colouring wood it is often desirable to re-
move the colour inherent in the wood – usually 
reds and browns.  Wood bleach is a 2-part, paint-
on solution that removes much of the colour from 
the wood.  It is painted on and allowed to dry 
(about 1-2 hours) and repeated until the desired 
whiteness is achieved.  A hair drier can be used to 
speed up the process.  Darker woods take more ap-
plications but nearly all species can be significantly 
whitened with this process.  

11 - Gluing up end grain 

Two pieces of end-grain wood can be quickly glued 
using a technique from Michael Hosaluk.  It works 
like this: 

Sand the surfaces to 80 grit 

Paint the end grain with water-based carpen-
ters glue diluted 1:1 with water.  Let this 
dry; use a hair drier to speed things up. 

Use full strength carpenters glue (Michael likes 
Titebond I) for the final gluing.  Put glue on 
the joint, bring 2 pieces together and rub, 
rub, rub until you don’t see any gaps and 
you can’t twist or pull the two pieces apart 

(15-20 seconds). 

The joint is now “workable” as long as you are 
careful.  It will reached maximum strength 
in 12-14 hours. 

12 - Rare earth magnets 

Kristine uses rare earth magnets in some of her 
work.  One way is as hangers for lighter pieces.  
She buries a rare earth magnet in the bowl of her 
spoons and another is a wall-mounted peg.  When 
the spoon is placed on the peg it snaps into place. 

Another use is to secure a lid when a tenon or 
hinge is not appropriate.  In this case magnets are 
mounted on adjacent sides of the matching surfac-
es and again the two pieces snap together.  If the 
alignment of the two pieces is important the polari-
ty of the magnets can be arranged so it only snaps 
in place one way. 

Kristine goes to some length to hide the magnets 
by drilling from the back of the piece so that no 
opening shows. 
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By Bruce Campbell 

Kees	Gets	Older	–	in	public	

Our good friend and constant Guild volunteer, Kees 
Hofs got a surprise at the February meeting.  His wife 
delivered a birthday cake to the meeting without him 
knowing.  We were able help him to celebrate his 
29th??? birthday again. 

Thanks for sharing it with us, Kees 
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February 2017 

Instant	Gallery	

 

Barry Wilkinson – Bowl – 11X2.5 – Maple – Tung Oil, Buffed 

– Lichtenburg Pyrography  

Barry Wilkinson – Dish – 8X1 – Maple – Tung Oil, Buffed – 
Lichtenburg Pyrography 

Ed Job – Jewellery Box – 10X7.5 – Maple, Ebony, Rosewood 
– Polymerized Tung Oil 

Ed Job – Jewellery Box – 7X9 – Maple, Yellow Cedar, 
Amboyna Burl, Rosewood, Ebony – Polymerized Tung Oil  

Dan Breck – 8X5 – Silver Maple – WoP 

Barry Wilkinson – Bowl – 10X2 – Maple – Tung Oil, Buffed – 
Lichtenburg Pyrography  
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February 2017 

Instant	Gallery	

Chris Stiles – Pendant and Earrings – 2.25 and 1 – Maple – 

Shellawax  

Greg Plotnikoff – Live Edge Bowl – 10X3.25 – Douglas Fir 
Burl – Poly, Tung Oil Mix  

Jim Johnson – Hollow Form 
– 3X8 – Maple – WoP 

Jim Johnson – Mystic – 5X10 – Maple – 
WoP – 1st Place at Lee Valley  

Eldon Graves – Oak – Varathane 
Greg Plotnikoff – Bowl – 5.875X2.25 – Indian Rosewood, 
Friction Polish 

 

Jim Johnson – Over 
Ripe – 5X8 – Maple 
– WoP ‐ 3rd Place 
at Lee Valley  
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February 2017 

Instant	Gallery	

John Spitters – Bowl – 12X6 – Spalted Silver Maple – Oil, 

Poly Mix 

Mitchell Visser – Small Bowl – 5.5X4 – Maple – Milk Paint, 
French Polish 

Keith Ruttan – Bowl – 7.5X3 – Maple, Purple Heart – Gloss 
WoP  

Mitchell Visser – Shallow Presentation Bowl – 7.5X1.5 – 
Walnut – Milk Paint, French Polish  

Keith Hudson – The Eye – 9X10 – Maple, Plexi Glass – 
Saman, Varnish  

Robert Stewart – Bowl – 6X4 – Maple Burl, Resin – Wax 



 

 

February 2017 

Instant	Gallery	
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Wolf Scherrelies – Bowl – Maple – 11.25X4 – Maple – WoP 

Steve Hansen – Vase – 9X4 – Western Red Cedar  

Wolf Scherrelies – Inertia Sander – 12X4 – Maple – WoP 

Robert Stewart – Sierra Pen – Resin, Superman – Wax, Resin  

Robert Stewart – Sierra Pen – Scrap Wood – CA Glue 

Robert Stewart – Sierra Pen – Ebony, Resin, Lacewood – Wax, 
Polish 
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Cap ve Ring 

Present's	Challenge	Gallery	

Allan Cusworth – Wedding 

Goblet with Captive Stem 

Rings – 2.75X6.5 – AAA 

Maple – Salad Bowl 

Beeswax, Buffed 

Chris Stiles – Wedding 
Goblet – 2.5X5.5 – Plum 
– Tung Oil 

Keith Hudson – Wedding 
Wine Glass – 2.75X6.25 – 
Maple – Wax 

Allan Cusworth – 
Wedding Goblet with 
Captive Stem Rings – 
2.75X6.5 – AAA Maple – 
Salad Bowl Beeswax, 
Buffed  

Picture caption 

Jim Johnson – Pierced Wine 
Goblet – 2X7.5 – Black 
Walnut – Beeswax – 
Captive Rings 

Chris Stiles – Wedding 
Goblet – 2.5X6.75 – 
Cherry – Tung Oil 
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Greg Stack – Wine Stopper – Oak, Walnut, Koa – 

WoP 

Bruce Campbell – Captured Ring – 6X1.75 – White 
Oak – Wax – Including the Ring Leader 

Dan Breck – Baby Rattle – 2X6 – Maple – Watco Oil 

Keith Hudson – Rattle – 2.375X5 – Maple, Oil 

Chris Stiles – Bell Ornament – 2.5X3.5 – Cherry – 
Tung Oil 

Angelo Tiul – MacGyver's Solution – 2X4 – No 
Turning Tools Used 

Cap ve Ring 

Present's	Challenge	Gallery	
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2017  

Calendar	of	Events		

Date Time Location Event 

2016 

Sept 24, 2016 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Michael Blankenship – all-day demo 

Sept 28, 
2016 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 

Club Meeting 
FoF – Jim Johnson, small hollowing tools 
Main Speaker – Robert Carlson – Lichtenberg Pyrography 
Done Safely 

Oct 8, 2016 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools 
tentative 

Turning 101 – tba 
Instuctor: tba 

Oct 26, 2016 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Phil Vetra – Tenons and Mortises for woodturning 
Main Speaker – David MacDonald – Making High-end Clari-
nets 

Nov 12, 2016 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Eric Lofstrom  - all day demo 

Nov 13, 2016 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools Classroom Eric Lofstrom  - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons) 

Nov 23, 2016 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Spiral Turning 

2017 

Jan 26, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Bruce Campbell – “Branch” bowls 
Main Speaker – Brad Stave – Wonky Bowls 

Feb 25, 2017 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Kristin Levier - all day demo 

Feb 26, 2017 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools Classroom Kristin Levier - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons) 

Feb 2332, 
2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 

Club Meeting 
FoF – Gary Burns - GETTING WOOD READY FOR TURNING 
Main Speaker – Kathleen Duncan –  Pierced Bowls 

Mar 23, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Ed Pretty – ABCs and other stuff you can learn in Turn-
ing 101 
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Wrestling with Deep Bowls 

Apr 22, 2017 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Keith Godschall - all day demo 

Apr 23, 2017 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools Classroom Keith Godschall - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons) 

Apr 27, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

May 25, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

June 22-25, 
2017   

Kansas City Conven-
tion Center, Kansas 
City, MO 

2017 AAW National Symposium 

Jun 22, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Sep 28, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Oct 26, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Nov 23, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 



GVWG Officers, 
Appointees & Volunteers 

 

Special points 
of interest: 

 Next Meeting:  
 Thursday, March, 

23th, 2017 at 6:30 
PM,  
Sapperton Hall, 
318 Keary St, New 
Westminster BC  

 Food Providers:  
Ed Pretty 
Greg Purcell 
Bill Robertson 
Andre Robin 
Art Rock 
George Root 

 Greeters:  
Michael McLaren 
Peter McLaren 
George McLaugh-
lin 
Maarten Meerman 
Doug Metzler 
David Middleton 

 Main Speaker:  
Bruce Campbell – 
Wrestling with 
Deep Bowls 
Next time (April) – 
TBD 

 FoF Speaker:  
Ed Pretty – ABCs 
and other stuff you 
can learn from 
Turning 101 

 President’s 
Challenge: 
This month – “A 
Square Bowl” 
Next time (April) – 
“Bottom” 

President:  Bill Fowle  604.466.2150  president@gvwg.ca 

Vice President:  Dan Breck  604.597.0027  communications@gvwg.ca 

Secretary:  Des Wilson     secretary@gvwg.ca 

Treasurer:  Bob James       

Members At Large:  Dustin Cook       

   Dan Gadassi       

   Claudia Hayward       

   Brian Lunt       

   Cathy Nakagawa       

   Phil Vetra       

Past President  Ed Pretty       

Educational  

Coordinator:  Larry Stevenson  604.940.9760    

Visiting Demo  

Coordinator  Art Liestman       

Librarian:  Gerry Vickers  604.463.0760    

Food Chief:  TBD       

FOF Coordinator:  Phil Vetra  604.530.5158    

Turning 101:  Barry Wilkinson       

Newsletter  

Editor:  Bruce Campbell  604.944.3028  editor@gvwg.ca 

Newsletter  

Publisher:  Robert Carlson  604.430.1866    

Digital  

Photography:  Jay & Lin Mapson       

Webmaster:  Steve Hansen  604.585.0638  webmaster@gvwg.ca 


